
 

Rome's eternally packed tourist sites emptied
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This combo of two images shows Rome's ancient Colosseum, top, at 12.49gmt
on Sunday April 8, 2018, and at 13.00gmt of Wednesday, March 11, 2020.
Italy's grave outbreak of coronavirus has emptied landmarks of tourists and
Romans. A photographic look at Rome before virus fears spooked the public and
now contrasts crowded places like the Colosseum and the Roman Forum now
devoid of visitors. (AP Photo/Virginia Mayo, Andrew Medichini)

For years, Rome seemed to have only a high season for tourism given the
Italian capital's eternal appeal with foreign visitors.
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Tourists crowded around the monumental Trevi Fountain from January
through December, jostling for a glimpse of the must-see landmark in a
throng several deep. Travelers who managed to get close enough tossed a
coin into the water, an act that, according to local legend, guaranteed a
return trip to the city.

If the coin-toss ritual works and the crowds could come back to Rome
now, they'd see places they never saw before—or at least not in the same
way they saw before. The coronavirus outbreak that has made Italy
second to China in confirmed cases has emptied landmarks of
tourists—and Romans.

Photographs taken before and after the emergence of infection clusters
in northern Italy spooked the public, canceled flights to Italy and brought
nationwide restrictions on people's movements and interactions show
once-packed places like the Colosseum and the Roman Forum now
devoid of visitors.

Where a past view showed a gaggle of tourists perched on the steps in
the center of the Pantheon's piazza, the current image captures one or
two people sitting far apart.
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This combo of two images shows tourists sitting in front of the Pantheon, in
Rome, at 13.47gmt, Friday, June 7, 2019, top and at 13.00gmt on Wednesday,
March 11, 2020. Italy's grave outbreak of coronavirus has emptied landmarks of
tourists and Romans. A photographic look at Rome, before virus fears spooked
the public, and now contrasts crowded places like the Colosseum and the Roman
Forum now devoid of visitors. (AP Photo/Gregorio Borgia, Andrew Medichini)
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This combo of two images shows tourists visiting the ancient Roman forum and
the Colosseum, in Rome at 18.23gmt on Friday, April 17, 2015, top and at
13.00gmt on Wednesday, March 11, 2020. (AP Photo/Gregorio Borgia/Andrew
Medichini)
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This combo of two images shows the Sant'Angelo bridge leading up to Castel
Sant'Angelo, in Rome, at 8.32gmt on Tuesday, Sept. 24, 2019, top and at
13.30gmt on Wednesday, March 11, 2020. (AP Photo/Andrew Medichini)
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This combo of two images shows Rome's Spanish Steps at 4.03 pm on Thursday,
Nov. 14, 2019, top, and at 5.36 pm on Tuesday, March 10, 2020. Italy's grave
outbreak of coronavirus has emptied landmarks of tourists and Romans. A
photographic look at Rome before virus fears spooked the public and now
contrasts crowded places like the Colosseum and the Roman Forum now devoid
of visitors. (AP Photo/Andrew Medichini)
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This combo of two images shows people walking around Rome's Trevi fountain
at 9.48gmt on Monday, June 12, 2017, top, and at 13.00gmt on Wednesday,
March 11, 2020. (AP Photo/Andrew Medichini)

Vendors used to display trinkets and fake designer handbags on blankets
while competing for the attention of tourists on the bridge that spans the
Tiber River and leads to a castle built upon the mausoleum of ancient
Roman emperor Hadrian.

Now, you can look at the Castel Sant'Angelo in all its imposing majesty
when crossing the bridge and not see a soul.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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